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By Jeff Hood

Wipf Stock Publishers, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.God is Queer. In a world of normative paradigms, God will never fit in and
nor should we. That twitching and itching for something more will consistently be present until we
step out of our closets and into the Queer. The Courage to Be Queer is about the wildness and
beauty of an indescribable and uncontainable God. What is the Queer calling us to be? We are to be
the ones shouting for justice. We are to be the ones dancing for freedom. We are to be the ones
dreaming for hope. We are to be the ones . . . In the midst of the spectacle of it all, there will be those
observers who hear the knocking and lean in. Will you open the door? Jeff Hood is a dear prophet of
Holy Truth, and this book has solidified that for me. --Sister Liz Colver, Rostered Deaconess
(Lutheran - ELCA) This is a bold intervention into status-quo versions of Christianity. Hood enacts a
radical queer politics of hope that affirms the power of relational difference and challenges readers
to create new...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to planning to go through again once again in
the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime
of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request me).
-- Claire Bartell-- Claire Bartell
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